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About Just Skin Den

Jess Clarke is the owner of Just Skin Den, a licensed Esthetician, and a certi�ed acne specialist.

She holds various certi�cations for dermaplaning treatments, micro-needling, and experience with

chemical peels. Beyond her formal training, she spent many years learning about skin. Jess su�ered

from her own skin issues for many years which drove her passion for skincare. Jess wants to empower

other men and women to love their skin.

Just Skin Den is located in Denver, Colorado, and wants everyone to feel con�dent in their

skin. It o�ers an acne program, microchannel micro-needling, healthy skin facials, custom facial with

naturopathica, dermaplane express facial, and virtual consultations. The goal is to provide

naturopathic skincare for people in Denver and around the world.

Right now, the current social media presence of the company is just beginning.  The primary

audience for social media is women from about 20 to 45 interested in natural skincare for skin issues

and health. There is an excellent base for a social media strategy to increase engagement and brand

awareness with the current audience size and engagement. We see opportunities for Just Skin Den

through establishing a cohesive brand presence by expanding videos, stories, and other informational

content.

Current Campaign

Social Media Channel

Currently, the prominent social media presence for Just Skin Den is Instagram. Instagram

seems like an excellent �t that supports the page’s purpose, to inform the audience about various
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aspects of the business and skincare. In addition, it can help create an authentic community through

the many types of content. The current content on Instagram is images and graphics; however, you

utilized some Stories, Reels, and IGTV videos. We see opportunities to expand content creation to

increase engagement.

Audience

The content does well at addressing its intended audience. It provides the audience with

authentic experiences and valuable information that are positive towards the brand’s image. It

primarily focuses on providing educational content about products, services, and routines in multiple

videos and photo captions. Additionally, various graphics focus on skincare education in general,

rather than just the speci�c business location o�erings. It allows women all around the world to bene�t

from the information from the company. However, you could improve the current delivery of this

information through engaging IGTV videos, Stories, and Reels.

Language

The language used for Just Skin Den’s Instagram page is more informal and conversational. In

Jess’s post, the captions are more conversational through questions like “What’s the next step?” and

comments like “so frustrating.” This communication is bene�cial in creating an authentic and

engaging community as it increases your company’s authority. It helps people feel free to communicate

with you, ask questions, receive recommendations, and feel included in the community. They will be

more likely to come to your page when they have a skin issue or questions. Just through conversational

language, you can build up your brand recognition. It can lead to more sales because they trust you and

your business.
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Consistency

Consistency is critical when establishing your brand awareness on social media. We see

opportunities to increase presence and engagement on the platform through posting frequently.

Depending on the type of content or information, engagement can vary. For example, IGTV videos

and Reels have 22k to 51k views, whereas graphic posts have about 120 to 800 likes. However, in the

past nine months, only 3 Reels and 4  IGTV videos, and 20 graphics or photos were posted.  But even

with the 20 pictures and graphics, they could be published weeks apart.  Without consistent posting,

the audience can forget about your brand. Through increasing consistency, brand awareness and

engagement are likely to increase with the right content.

Consistency does not mean that you need videos, stories, and photos posted all in one day. Still,

utilizing them often lets followers know what to expect. For example, by adding stories daily and

posting a few photos weekly, and videos monthly content the audience will know what to expect.

Content is essential, but consistent quality content is even more crucial. By increasing the frequency of

video content and graphics quality, the company’s brand presence and engagement on social media can

increase.

Proposed Campaign

Our campaign will focus on frequent, quality content for your speci�c audience and purpose.

We see great opportunities for improvement by building o� of IGTV, Reels, Stories, Newsfeed, and

Guides to increase engagement, awareness, and business sales.

IGTV
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Our �rst focus will be on creating IGTV video content. It is one of your highest-performing

types of content. According to Our Social Times, “Visual data is processed 60K times faster by the

brain than text, [while] 40% of people

will respond better to visual information

than plain text. [Overall,] 65% of your

audience are visual learners” (Bendall).

Because of these statistics, it is crucial to

utilize video. IGTV videos’s goal will be

to expand brand awareness through

longer demonstrations of skincare

products, routines, and client services.

This content will be similar to your video called “Exfoliation.”

The Exfoliation video outperformed the other IGTV videos. I believe this speci�c video

performed better because of the authenticity Jess uses. Jess is talking in an everyday setting and

acknowledges a common aspect of life, like toothpaste on her sweatshirt. This video also provides the

audience with something they want more than others: to learn about a speci�c recommended product

and a routine that she uses with it.  By Jess providing a professional’s routine and service examples, you

can educate your audience about the proper application of products while increasing your brand

awareness.

Because IGTV videos tend to be longer, IGTV content will only be posted two or three times a

month. The videos are pre-recorded to schedule throughout the month. A lower frequency of IGTV
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will not hurt overall engagement, as Reels and other content will supplement the frequency of posts.

The added bene�t of IGTV videos comes from the authenticity and information in the videos. You

can repurpose parts of the IGTV content for other posts like Reels, Stories, and Guides.

REELS

Similar to IGTV, Reels also perform very well. However, these videos will have a slightly

di�erent purpose than IGTV. While IGTV focuses on demonstrations of routines and services o�ered,

Reels should concentrate on general ways to help your skin. The current Reels focus on a product

bottle or room. To expand Reel content, the company can focus on more general skin care products,

bene�cial foods or recipes, short product recommendations, and educational content. It will include a

dynamic video with the bottle, an example of an application, or just a person holding the product.

People are essential to have in the videos to continue to expand brand awareness and engagement.
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These videos will be less talking and will focus more on the visual aspects of the video, added captions,

and music. Text will help people identify the video’s purpose before even clicking on it, to engage more

people to click the video. Check out this skincare company’s reels page to see how people, text, and

dynamic videos and the appearance of the brand’s page and draw your audience in.

Reels can provide short, engaging videos, which are a great alternative to simple graphics. At

least once a week, you should post a Reel. Instead of writing out all the information for a post, creating

an informal video about the product reaches a broader audience while also ful�lling the purpose of

your social media page.

STORIES

Stories are the best way to build brand awareness and authenticity. Sharing tips, tricks, and

products is excellent. Still, thethe personal connection from stories can make your brand stand apart

from others. Currently, “there are over 500 million active daily Instagram Stories users” (Chernev,

2021). Sharing informal aspects of your day at work, client services, and more through stories is a great

way to engage your audience. This content is not something we would plan out like the others. To be

authentic on Instagram, Stories have to be done naturally and on the spot. It could include a short

video about other content we have scheduled for the day. People like to hear about your day in an

unpolish way,  personal stories or updates, and fun snippets of the o�ce are also great things to share.

One crucial aspect of stories your company can utilize is also including highlights of the

Stories. Highlights will allow current and prospective followers to review old Stories. For example, titles

could be about Q&A, brighten up, routine, primer, face washes, and results. These titles can help
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guide prospective followers to stories you post to understand your brand. They also provide your

audience with a way to refer to old tips or search for your advice for something they are curious about.

NEWSFEED

The newsfeed is like your �rst impression of your brand when someone looks you up on

Instagram. The current page can utilize a more cohesive layout of posts. Too many graphic posts

focused on words, through o� the balance and visual appeal of the page. According to Hootsuite, “the

right Instagram aesthetic can help set your brand apart and stand out from the rest” (Fontein, 2019).

Creating a cohesive page will begin with choosing a color scheme that goes beyond graphics. A color

theme can be incorporated into every picture, video, and post. Authenticity can still be captured, and

adding text or elements to images will help focus the

photo content of your main page.

Your main page represents your company. We will

focus on pictures of client services, clients’ skincare

journey and results, product recommendations, personal

pictures, giveaways, and product results that all re�ect the

aesthetic. Mixed throughout the posts will also be your

other video content that will all work together to educate, inform, and inspire your audience. All the

content will complement one another to form your brand’s identity through visuals.

First impressions are just as important on social media as it is for your website. Check out the

brand impression from Bioclarity. This content holds the purpose, audience, and aesthetic while still
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being authentic to the audience. Including various content and images to form a cohesive brand image

provides a more engaging impression.

Regular photos and graphic content will be posted 3 to 5 times per week, depending on the

video content schedule. Each day, we will publish one content form. Below is an example of the color

scheme and aesthetic board we will create to guide the social

media strategy. These posts can feature recommended

products, clients’ services, and your routine. Combining all

these strategies can improve your overall page impression and

increase brand awareness.

GUIDES

After working on all the previously mentioned sections, lastly, we will work on Instagram

Guides. Guides provide you with the opportunity to have a “mini-blog” on your Instagram page.

These are perfect for providing more educational tips to your audience relating to product tips for

speci�c skin types, brands, or kinds of products. You can feature images and include text descriptions

for them. Guides will round out the multiple forms of content you provide with educational tips to

your audience.
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Commenting

Overall, these �ve types of content will help provide the audience with content that interests

them and draws engagement. One �nal piece that we will includ in the strategy is commenting.

Interacting daily with comments and direct messages on the account will be necessary to create an

authentic online presence and builds an engaged audience.

Conclusion

Our social media strategy will be multi-faceted. There are great opportunities for improvement

by creating branded content for IGTV, Reels, Stories, Newsfeed, and Guides to increase engagement,

awareness, and business sales. We will work on a cohesive brand look, various informational content,

and engagement through commenting and interacting with the audience. It will require three months

commitment. The �rst month will be the implementation of the strategy. Month two, we will review
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the success of the �rst one and revise the plan accordingly. In month three, we will hope to begin seeing

improvements in engagement and to start to see the audience grow. We may implement more revision

if analysis shows that it is necessary. By the end of month three, we will have the strategy fully

implemented.
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Revision Re�ection:

I was surprised by the number of revisions I made. For my original proposal, I did a spell check and took

a whole day to edit. However, I realized there was a lot I could improve on. Having both your comments along

with the new tips I learned from Grammar Girl, I had a purpose to my revisions. First, I went through and

edited for repetitiveness. I did repeat myself a lot, which was not necessary in many of the cases. It tended to

detract from the main point I was trying to convey. Then, I went in and added more speci�city. Most of this I

found throughout the sections in my critique portion. I would generally discuss something but didn’t give an

example or solid explanation. Lastly, I used Grammarly to double check all my writing and grammar. I realized I

used �ller words a lot, passive voice, and prepositions. I could improve some things by changing something like

“form of content” to “content form.” In other sentences, I needed to evaluate who the subject was to change it

from passive voice to active. Since editing my proposal and now writing this, I recognize habits I have. I can

improve these habits to make my writing more clear, concise, and to the point. I also need to double check my

arguments to make sure I’m not �u�ng and wrote my point. Because even though I know what I was trying to

say, it wasn’t always clear to the audience.


